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But at this moment, Yash Nics had already taken a kick and hit Li Sanpao in the knee.

Click!

The scalp numb bone fracture sounded, Li Sanpao’s knee was directly kicked to pieces by
Yash Nics, and he knelt on the ground with a scream.

Yash Nics kept walking, holding a black umbrella, passing by Li Sanpao who was kneeling
on the ground.

Whoosh!

Another person stabbed Yash Nics’s lower abdomen with a dagger.

Yash Nics raised his hand, grabbed the opponent’s wrist, and snapped the opponent’s hand
with a click.

”

Ah– ” With a scream, the man also screamed and backed away.

Yash Nics was holding an umbrella, like a passerby on the street on a rainy night, without
paying attention to Li Sanpao and others at all.

He just wanted to walk towards Su Meiniang. Anyone who blocked the way would just kick it
away.

When he walked in front of Su Meiniang, Li Sanpao and the others had all fallen to the
ground, either with broken hands or broken feet, groaning painfully on the ground one by
one.

Su Meiniang could see her blood spurting, her heart beat faster and her face flushed as if
she had drunk strong wine.
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Yash Nics walked to Su Meiniang, and the black umbrella also covered the rain on top of her
head.

Su Meiniang said excitedly: “Mr. Yash, fortunately you came in time, otherwise I will be in
danger.”

Yash Nics calmly said: “It’s okay, let’s go!”

Su Meiniang noticed that Yash Nics came alone, and she was in a hurry. Said: “We can’t go
out in an open manner. In this city, there are many people looking for me everywhere. If they
are allowed to see us, we will be over.”

Yash Nics looked at Su Meiniang and said faintly: “Why can’t I be open and honest. Go out,
did you rob and kill?”

Su Meiniang shook her head subconsciously: “No!”

Yash Nics asked again: “You committed a crime?”

Su Meiniang still shook her head: “No!”

Yash Nics said calmly, “Since there are none, why can’t you just go out and let’s go!” ”

Su Meiniang opened her eyes wide when she heard this. She is like a mouse crossing the
street tonight, hiding in Tibet, very afraid of falling into Lei Tianzhao’s hands.

At this moment, she looked at Yash Nics’s determined gaze and nodded heavily: “Okay, I
listen to Mr. Yash!” The

two had just walked out of the alley under their umbrellas.

Seven or eight off-road vehicles came roaring down the street, and more than 30 murderous
guys came down. These were all people who came to support Li Sanpao upon hearing the
news.

Su Meiniang suddenly became nervous and looked at Yash Nics: “Mr. Yash?”

Yash Nics said lightly, “Don’t worry about it!”
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Yash Nics’s voice fell, and another Bentley and a dozen vans whizzed up.

Nearly a hundred men came crashing down in the van, and the headed one was Dong
Tianbao’s number one horse, Shi Qing.

Shi Qing held a machete and brought nearly a hundred brothers with him, and said angrily:
“Damn, you really regard Mannity as the territory of your Four Seas Group. Dare to be wild
with us, and dare to move Mr. Yash, you really are Tired of life.”

Shi Qing shouted after cursing, “Do it, and abolish them!” In

an instant, Shi Qing’s gang rushed towards the people of the Four Seas Group like wolves,
and the two sides fought together…

Dong Tianbao also got out of the Bentley at this time. He lowered his head and opened the
door for Yash Nics and Su Meiniang, and respectfully said: “Master, please get in the car!”

The cheongsam on Su Meiniang had been completely wetted by the rain just now, although
Dong Tianbao is now She lowered her head and dared not look at her, but she was still very
embarrassed and hid beside Yash Nics.

After

getting in the car, Dong Tianbao drove himself, Yash Nics said lightly: “Send Miss Su back to
the residence!” After Dong Tianbao asked Su Meiniang to protect Su Meiniang in the
Jiangwan Haojing Villa area, he immediately drove.

The Bentley sedan drove to the river bay scenery in a hurry.

Su Meiniang’s dress was soaked, and the man driving in front was still a big beard. She was
shy and wanted to rely on Yash Nics.

But Yash Nics looked at her, who was trembling with the cold, but took off the suit jacket
and covered her body first, and said faintly: “If you are cold, put it on first!”

Su Meiniang was a little discouraged, and countless men worshipped her on weekdays.
Under the pomegranate skirt.
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Although she is not as pretty as Song Pingting, she is definitely a charming stunner.

It’s a pity that Yash Nics didn’t look at her from beginning to end, and his eyes were
extremely clear from beginning to end, and he obviously didn’t have any distracting thoughts
about her.

This made her very frustrated and regrettable.

She bit her lip and said softly: “Mr. Yash, do you not like me?”
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Yash Nics calmly said: “We meet in peace, and I don’t like it or not. And I already have
someone I love, so you don’t want to ask me this kind of question again.”

Su Meiniang was a little disappointed. It was the first time she met a man who was
shocked, but it was a pity that they already had a wife.

Soon, arrived at Su Meiniang’s villa.

Yash Nics said, “Go back. I have ordered Tianbao to send someone to protect you. You are
safe.”

Su Meiniang reluctantly got out of the car wearing Yash Nics’s coat, looked at Yash Nics,
and said softly, “Mr. Yash, Thank you tonight, goodbye.”

Yash Nics nodded and told Dong Tianbao: “Go to the hot spring club and settle accounts
with Lei Tianzhao.”

Dong Tianbao: “Yes!”

Su Meiniang tightly hugged Yash Nics’s coat, looking forward. As Yash Nics’s car
disappeared from the field of vision, she muttered to herself: “Some people are like the
bright moon in the sky, they can only admire, but not own.”

Late at night, the rain pattered.
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The hot spring club, the industry of the Sihai Group, is only open to the internal staff of the
Sihai Group.

In the lobby of the clubhouse, several security guards wearing black suits and Bluetooth
headsets are lying or sitting on the sofa.

Some people are dozing off, and some people are playing with their phones boringly.

At this moment, the glass door of the clubhouse was pushed open.

Then I saw a young man with a slender figure and a star-like star, holding a black umbrella,
walking in slowly.

This slender man is Yash Nics.

Behind Yash Nics, there was also a follower, Dong Tianbao respectfully.

Several lazy security guards in the lobby all got up.

They gathered around Yash Nics one after another, leading a small flat head angrily: “What
are you doing?”

Yash Nics slowly gathered the umbrellas, and asked faintly: “This is the place of the Sihai
Group?”

Xiaopingtou was a little surprised: ”

Hey , your kid also knows the Sihai Group?” He looked up and down Yash Nics with interest,
hehe. He smiled and said: “Looking at your fine clothes, maybe you are the son of a big
family?”

” Have you heard of the greatness of our Sihai Group and want to join our Sihai Group?”

Several companions around Xiaopingtou looked at Yash Nics grinned and said: “Boy, our
Four Seas Group only accepts mercenaries who come back from the battlefield, and the
worst is to graduate from martial arts school.”

“Look at your thin body, don’t dream of joining us.”
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Four Seas Group did it. It’s the sound of arms. In fact, Sihai Group is already regarded as a
mercenary company.

On weekdays, there are young men who are proud to join the Sihai Group and become a
mercenary.

Therefore, the people of Xiaopingtou subconsciously regarded Yash Nics as a wealthy boy
with a heroic dream and wanted to join the Four Seas Group.

Xiaoping grinned and said: “But you really want to join our Sihai Group, it is not impossible.”

“You take out a million filial brothers, we will tell you a few good things to the boss, we will
not allow us Sihai Group. I’ll take you in.”

Yash Nics looked at Xiaoping’s first few indifferently, and said coldly: “Are you done talking
nonsense? Let Lei Tianzhao roll out to see me when you’re finished.”

Xiaoping’s eyes widened, frightened and angry. Said: “Little bastard, you are here to make
trouble. Are you tired of life?” After

Xiaoping finished speaking, he took out a tactical swinging stick, screaming, and throwing
the swinging stick out.

Then he shouted angrily, raised his swinging stick, and drew it at Yash Nics’s head, making
his hand extremely vicious.

Before the swing stick fell, Yash Nics raised his hand with a punch.

boom!

A small flat-headed face in a punch!

Xiaopingtou’s face was deeply sunken, the blood was blurry, and he couldn’t make a scream,
so he directly raised his head and fell down.

“How dare you hurt our person and kill him!”
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Immediately there were two security guards, holding the swing sticks and rushed towards
them.

Yash Nics kicked out both feet like lightning, hitting the two in the chest.

Two bangs!

The two people sprayed blood, flew out together, hit the wall, and then slid down the wall.

When the remaining security guards saw this, they all gasped in cold air, with deep fear in
their eyes.

They turned and ran, screaming in panic as they ran.

“It’s not good, it’s not good, someone hit the door.”

“Mr Lei, someone came to kick the court.”

“Mr Lei, the big thing is not good. Cheng Wei, Liao Feng and Xu Fei were killed.”

However, Yash Nics did not hurry, took Dong Tianbao, and followed this group of rushing
guys into the depths of the hot spring club.
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club room, after Lei Tianzhao and Song Feifei had some rain, they had just slept for a while.

Suddenly heard a faint exclamation from outside!

Lei Tianzhao sat up in surprise, and Song Feifei next to him rubbed his eyes and asked,
“Amaterasu, what happened?”

Before Lei Tianzhao spoke, he suddenly heard someone knocking at the door, accompanied
by it. Anxiously shouted: “Mr. Lei
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, it’s okay . Someone hit the door and killed some of our brothers!” Lei Tianzhao was taken
aback, put on his clothes quickly, and then came out angrily, looking at a group of men in the
hallway. , Shouted: “What’s the situation?”

Yash Nics had already appeared before his eyes before his men could report.

Lei Tianzhao understood instantly: “Yash Nics, it’s you!”

Yash Nics said lightly: “The Tang family sent you to deal with me. You don’t need to find
ways to check my details. You want to know my strength, I personally to tell you. ”

At this point, one of his Amaterasu conspire mine ear, whispered the words:.” Ray always,
the latest news, Lee three guns they gang, were all made void ”

Ray Amaterasu Looking at Yash Nics with surprise and anger, he said, “Good boy, I have
dismantled my subordinate Li Sanpao, and dare to call the door.”

“If this is the case, then I won’t follow you in ink. Tonight, I will weigh your abilities with my
own hands.”

Lei Tianzhao finished speaking, and he tore his shirt directly on his upper body.

Showing his strong figure, spouting muscles, and crisscrossing scars on his body.

The staff of the Four Seas Group at the scene, seeing Lei Tianzhao’s vertical and horizontal
scars, all showed shock and admiration expressions.

It takes so many life-and-death battles to have this scar medal!

Lei Tianzhao enjoyed everyone’s shock and admiration. He looked at Yash Nics with a grin,
moving his muscles and bones, and his bones made a crackling sound like fried beans.

In the end, he proudly hooked his finger towards Yash Nics: “Come on, let the king of
mercenaries, Lei Tianzhao, be so powerful!”

Yash Nics’s mouth rose slightly, and Dong Tianbao almost laughed.
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A self-styled king of mercenaries, who dares to fight the North Marshal, the Chinese God of
War, is simply playing a big sword in front of Guan Gong!

Yash Nics said indifferently: “Come to fight!”

“Success!”

Lei Tianzhao yelled, strode and punched at Yash Nics.

This punch is as fast as lightning and heavy as thunder.

People from the Four Seas Group couldn’t help but cheer.

Even Song Feifei, who was peeking from behind the door of the room, couldn’t help but
gleam in her eyes and cheered secretly: Good fight!

However, with Lei Tianzhao’s punch, Yash Nics took a half step back and avoided.

Boom!

Lei Tianzhao slammed a punch on the wall, and the wall was smashed into a big hole,
spattering fragments.

Bang bang bang!

Lei Tianzhao hit another seven punches in one breath!

Yash Nics just stepped back seven steps, and avoided Lei Tianzhao’s seven punches. All of
Lei Tianzhao’s seven punches hit the wall, and there was a row of holes in the wall.

Yash Nics shook his head disappointedly: “King of mercenaries, or Err, let me down.”

Lei Tianzhao was shocked and angry, and roared: “There is a kind of confrontation with me,
don’t just dodge.”

“Good!”
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Yash Nics Ying’s voice was good, and greeted him with a whistle.

The speed was so fast that Dong Tianbao and the others were working hard to watch.

Yash Nics punched Lei Tianzhao!

Lei Tianzhao did not expect Yash Nics to explode at such a terrifying speed that he quickly
raised his fist and waved at Yash Nics.

boom!

The two fists collided.

Click!

Lei Tianzhao’s arm bones broke instantly, and his screams just sounded.

Yash Nics had already taken the opportunity to crash into his arms and hit his heart with an
elbow.

Bang!

Lei Tianzhao’s scream ceased abruptly, and he fell down without a glance.

The scene was silent, and everyone looked at Yash Nics in horror.

Yash Nics said indifferently to the people of the Four Seas Group: “Go back and tell the Tang
family that you will fully retreat within a month, and Tang Beidou will come to me and beg
for mercy. This is the last chance for the Tang family.”
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Now everyone dare not speak.
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Yash Nics took Dong Tianbao and turned and left. After passing by the door of the room,
she saw Song Feifei with her mouth covered in horror.

He stopped.

Song Feifei was so scared that she knelt on the ground with a plop, crying and begging for
mercy: “Don’t kill me!”

Yash Nics said flatly, “I won’t kill you, but you might have to change your boyfriend again.”

“Also, tonight. I hope you can keep it secret, don’t tell Ping Ting, because I don’t want her to
worry about it.”

Song Feifei trembling all over, she said repeatedly, “I won’t tell, I won’t…”

Yash Nics stopped talking, carrying Dong Tianbao, strode away.

Soon, the news of Lei Tianzhao’s death reached the provincial capital.

Tang Beidou called both his two sons, Tang Tianji and Tang Tianquan, and said angrily:
“What did you do, you sent people to deal with Yash Nics, but Yash Nics killed them and
sent them back.”

“Yash Nics also threatened to ask us. The Tang family retired in a month and asked me to
kneel down and beg for mercy on him!”

“You can’t deal with Yash Nics anymore, my old face will be beaten and swollen!”

Tang Tianquan didn’t really put Yash Nics in his eyes. , Only sent a capable subordinate, Lei
Tianzhao, to deal with Yash Nics.

Unexpectedly, Lei Tianzhao was killed, and Yash Nics even told the Tang family to close the
mountain.

Tang Tianquan was completely angered by Yash Nics this time. His eyes were full of
murderous intent, and he said in a deep voice, “Dad, I underestimated Yash Nics. This time I
will take care of him personally.”
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Tang Beidou’s protégé and clerk, already Many people are in Mannity, and he is more or less
a psychological shadow on Mannity now.

He heard that his younger son had personally dealt with Yash Nics, and said a little worried:
“Yash Nics is not easy to deal with, or let me deal with him?”

Tang Tianquan smiled and said, “Hehe, what is Yash Nics, and he deserves your dad to go
out in person?”

“Dad, give me peace of mind. I will take the four kings of the Sihai Group today and go to
Mannity to avenge Lei Tianzhao. Take Yash Nics’s life.”

Tianhai Group, the four kings!

These are the four optimistic pillars of China Shipping Group and the four superpowers of
Tang Tianquan.

The Eastern Heavenly King has ghost hands, skinny, ghost-like, violent personality, and likes
to torture and kill enemies.

The Western Heavenly King has an iron face, two meters tall, as strong as a mountain, and
wearing an iron hood, like a fierce behemoth, he only obeys Tang Tianquan’s orders.

The Southern Heavenly King Maitreya, a fat man with a bloated figure, smiled
three-pointedly when he saw that a person was a friend, not a friend, but he was a master
with a knife in his smile.

The Northern Heavenly King Akao, forty years old, with a 20-year-old appearance, has a
skillful appearance, likes to drink the blood of beautiful women to achieve the effect of
beauty, and is cruel by nature.

Of these four people, any one can set off a bloody storm, and any one of them is a strong
one in a million.

Tang Beidou heard that Tang Tianquan was going to take the Four Heavenly Kings with him
to clean up Yash Nics, and he immediately felt relieved.
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Even if China Shipping is Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon, with these four kings, it can wipe
out all the dragons and tigers of China Shipping.

Tang Beidou smiled and said: “Since Tianquan takes the four heavenly kings with you, then I
don’t have to worry about you.”

“But you, the four heavenly kings, are more ruthless than the other. When you arrive in
Mannity, you need to control it, don’t It’s good to set off a bloody storm.”

Tang Tianquan grinned and said, “Dad, I try to restrain myself. But all the people who are
close to Yash Nics, and all the people who have trouble with our Tang family, will have to die
this time.”

Tang Tianquan moved the family in the afternoon of the same day . A private jet belonging
to the Four Seas Group.

Bringing the four kings of ghost hand, iron face, Maitreya, Akao, and a group of men, went to
Mannity.
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Mannity City, by the Rose Lake, Guanyunxuan Tea House.

At this time, the tea guests came one after another, and the evening tea time had come.

However, a group of uninvited guests broke into Guanyunxuan.

The first one, wearing a tailored handmade suit, looks noble and compelling.

He is the youngest son of Jiangnan Wang and the boss of the Sihai Group, Tang Tianquan.

Tang Tianquan was followed by four subordinates. They were scrawny ghost hands,
Maitreya who wore a hood and a strong iron face like a beast, and Maitreya with a bloated
smile, and Akao, a feminine and beautiful man with skillful appearance.
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The security captain of Guanyun Tea House, Zhang Biao brought a few security guards up to
meet him, and asked in surprise, “What are you doing here?”

Tang Tianquan smiled and said, “I heard that your boss, Su Meiniang, is very beautiful. Let
her come out. Drink tea with me.”

Zhang Biao said angrily: “What are you, when our boss’s wife is an escort lady, get out
immediately, or don’t blame us for

calling the police.” Tang Tianquan sank his face and said coldly, “The dog barks and noisy.
Kill it!”

“Accomplished!”

The iron face among the four kings behind Tang Tianquan stood out, raised a fist big
casserole, and hit Zhang Biao in the head with one punch.

boom!

Zhang Biao’s head was like a watermelon hit by an iron hammer, which burst instantly and
scattered all over the floor with red and white.

When the people around saw it, they screamed.

There are a few security guards, one of them is Zhang Biao’s younger brother, Zhang Wei.

When Zhang Wei saw his brother die tragically, his eyes instantly turned red, and he wailed
and rushed forward: “You killed my brother, I’m fighting with you.”

Whoosh!

The ghost hand beside Tang Tianquan jumped out like a ghost, greeted Zhang Wei, and the
two collided frontally.

boom!

Zhang Wei flew out and fell heavily to the ground, with a blood hole in his chest.
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The short stature, scrawny ghost hand stood on the spot, sneered with a sneer, holding a
bloody heart in his hand impressively.

He raised his head, opened his mouth, and forced a huge heart into his mouth abruptly, just
like a snake swallowing food.

The small mouth swallowed the whole heart abruptly.

Everyone around saw their scalp numb, and they were all cold.

Some people even couldn’t help turning around and vomiting.

Tang Tianquan smiled politely at the surrounding guests: “Look, you are not suitable to stay
here to drink tea tonight. Let’s go away. Give you one minute.”

Wow!

The tea guests around, hearing Tang Tianquan’s words, immediately ran away without
hesitation.

Nonsense, no matter how stupid people are, they have already seen that Tang Tianquan and
this group are murderous demons, who dares to stay here!

Soon, in the huge Guanyunxuan teahouse, there were only a dozen beautiful and beautiful
female tea craftsmen wearing cheongsam.

Even the waiter and the security guards polished with the customers.

At this moment, Tang Tianquan sat down at a table on his own, and waved to the most
beautiful one among the group of beautiful tea craftsmen: “Come here and give me tea.”

The most beautiful tea craftsman is right. Yang Susu, Su Meiniang’s chief apprentice.

Yang Susu came over tremblingly, and asked in a trembling voice, “This gentleman, what
kind of tea do you want to drink?”

Tang Tianquan said with a smile, “Biluochun!”
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Yang Susu didn’t dare to neglect and made tea for him himself.

But when she made the tea and picked up the teapot to pour tea for Tang Tianquan, Akao,
one of the four heavenly kings, suddenly approached her and stretched out her hand with
long nails to stroke her cheek.

Yang Susu was so scared that he wanted to step back and avoid him.

But Tang

Tianquan said , “Don’t move, you dare to avoid, your life will be gone.” Yang Susu was so
scared that he was about to cry, and trembled: “I…what should I do?”

Tang Tianquan said with a smile: ” Treat him as if he doesn’t exist, just continue to pour me
tea.”

Yang Susu bit the bullet and pours tea to Tang Tianquan . Akao took a deep sniff of the
scent of her hair, and then used her sharp fingernails to blow on her. With a light stroke on
the breakable cheek, her cheek was cut in an instant.

A wisp of blood came out.

Akao greedily stretched out his long tongue, rolled the blood beads on Yang Susu’s cheeks
into his mouth, then closed his eyes, showing an expression of enjoyment, Jiejie said: “The
blood of beautiful women is beautiful.”

Yang Susu’s hands were already shaking. She was so frightened that she was about to
collapse.

Tang

Tianquan asked with a smile: ” Where is Su Meiniang ?” Yang Susu said tremblingly: ” Yes,
upstairs…”

Tang Tianquan said with satisfaction, “Go and tell her to come down, and she won’t show up
in front of me within a minute, you female apprentices, All are going to be unlucky.”
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At this time, a cold woman’s voice suddenly came from the stairs: “No need to call, I have
come down.”

I saw Su Meiniang wearing a blue embroidered cheongsam, her face cold , and she walked
up the stairs. Walked down.
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Tang Tianquan and his four heavenly kings couldn’t help but show a slightly amazing
expression when they saw Su Meiniang.

There was a thought in everyone’s heart: charming stunner!

Maitreya smiled even more and said: “Master, this woman is not bad, I like it!”

Akao said unwillingly, “Master, this woman is so beautiful, I want to use her blood for
beauty.”

Maitreya turned his head. Said with a sneer: “Akao, what a beautiful woman, you have to
drink her blood. I think you are going crazy in order to keep your youthful appearance?”

Akao also sneered back and said: “Haha, Maitreya, you still don’t want to ruin Her body, why
bother to laugh at me?”

Tang Tianquan knocked on the table, and said displeased: “Don’t fight!”

Maitreya and Akao, as well as ghost hands, iron face and others heard the words, and they
all came down and stood obediently. Behind Tang Tianquan, he waited for dispatch.

Tang Tianquan looked at Su Meiniang with a pale face, and smiled gracefully: “Miss Su, you
see that my subordinates like you very much!”

“Now you call Yash Nics and let Yash Nics come and die, I can Consider forgiving you!”

Su Meiniang bit her lip: “What if I refuse?”
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Tang Tianquan said lightly: “You and your beautiful tea masters and apprentices will all be
played by my men. Who will be alive tomorrow? Whose good fortune is great?”

Su Meiniang, Yang Susu and others turned pale!

Especially Yang Susu, she was cut through her cheek with sharp nails by Akao just now, and
Akao drank her blood.

She deeply knew that these people in front of her were all demons.

These people are lustful, killer, violent, and drink human blood, which is really terrifying.

Su Meiniang gritted her teeth: “Second Young Master Tang, this matter has nothing to do
with them. You can let them go. Whatever comes to me is fine.”

Yang Susu and others were anxious, and said together: “Master, no. ”

Tang Tianquan picked up the teacup, took a sip of the tea, and sneered: “My deli
subordinate Lei Tianzhao is dead, and none of you are innocent.”

“My patience is very limited. If you don’t call again, , Then I can only indulge my
subordinates to do whatever they want with you.”

Su Meiniang bit her head and said, “It’s useless for you to force me, because I don’t have Mr.
Yash’s phone number at all!”

Tang Tianquan smiled, “It doesn’t matter, since you don’t. If you are willing to call Yash Nics
to die, then I’ll go find him in person later.”

“As for you and your female apprentices, all of your clothes are taken off, and I will
accompany my men to hold an uncovered meeting tonight. Alright.”

Su Meiniang’s face changed drastically again upon hearing this, and it became very ugly.

Among her group of apprentices, there was one named Xiao Wei, who couldn’t help it
anymore, screaming and running away.

Su Meiniang was shocked and shouted in a loss: “Don’t run, they will kill you!”
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Unfortunately, it was too late, and the tea cup in Tang Tianquan’s hand had already flew out
like a cannonball.

With a bang, the tea cup hit Xiao Wei’s back.

Xiao Wei squirted out blood, flew out, lay on the ground, motionless, she was dead.

Su Meiniang’s eyes were splitting, and

she screamed: “Xiaowei!” Yang Susu and other female tea artists also started to cry with
fright.

Tang Tianquan stood up with a sneer, and ordered the four heavenly kings and a group of
subordinates behind him: “There are so many beauties here, what are you waiting for? Have
fun!”

Maitreya smirked and said, “Hey, master, this charming stunner Su Meiniang , Do you want
to leave it to you?”

Tang Tianquan curled his lips: “I can’t look down on her. It is said that Yash Nics’s wife, Song
Diting, is very beautiful and is known as the Goddess of the Sea. I am more interested in
Song

Diting .” Guishou Jiejie smiled and said: “That Get here, let’s go to Yash Nics’s house again,
kill Yash Nics, and play with Yash Nics’s wife!”

Tang Tianquan and the others couldn’t help laughing after hearing Ghost Hand’s words.

But at this moment, with a sneer, a little red light shot through the air.

Before the ghost hand had time to dodge, the bullet-like red glow hit him in the mouth,
slapped it, and sparks splashed everywhere.

The ghost hand also screamed “Oh,” and his mouth was burned into a big bubble.

Tang Tianquan and the others were shocked and angry, and together with Guishou looked
down at the hidden weapon on the ground, it turned out to be an ordinary cigarette butt.
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Who is it, sneak attack on the ghost hand?

Who is it that just use a cigarette butt to make the ghost hand of one of the four kings so
embarrassed?

Tang Tianquan and his men showed solemn expressions one by one, and shouted: “Who?”
At the

entrance of the teahouse, a man with a tall stature and a star-like eye came in unhurriedly.

It is Yash Nics!

The One and The Only Chapter 437

Yash Nics was followed by Dong Tianbao and Shi Qing.

It turned out that Yash Nics remembered that his coat was left with Su Meiniang, so he
came over tonight to ask Su Meiniang to get his coat back.

After all, Song Pingting bought the clothes for him, so I have to ask Su Meiniang to come
back.

Tang Tianquan looked at Yash Nics and narrowed his eyes: “Are you Yash Nics?”

Yash Nics did not answer, but looked around.

His eyes fell on the corpses of several security guards and Xiao Wei on the ground, his
expression became more and more indifferent, and his eyes still showed faint anger.

His gaze fell on Tang Tianquan: “The Tang family is the one I’ve seen the most deadly, and
your Tang family has not taken my warning seriously until now.”

Tang Tianquan sneered and said loudly: “Warning? You said. Let us retreat completely
within a month, and still want my dad to kneel down and beg for mercy?”
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“Haha, Yash Nics, you really take yourself seriously. I will let you know who is Jiangnan
tonight.” The master of the province!”

Yash Nics looked at Tang Tianquan and his party, and chuckled, “It’s up to you?”

Tang Tianquan coldly snorted, ” It’s enough to kill you a hundred times with my
subordinates, Guishou!”

Guishou heard the master point. Then, he immediately responded: “The subordinate is
here!”

After saying that, he had already left the queue grinningly, staring at Yash Nics sullenly, and
strode over.

Guishou Jiejie sneered: “Boy, you dare to attack me with a hidden weapon, I want to dig out
your heart!”

After speaking, he suddenly accelerated, speeding up to the extreme, and rushing towards
Yash Nics like a ghost. .

With his right hand like an eagle’s claw, he digged into Yash Nics’s heart fiercely.

Su Meiniang, Yang Susu and others couldn’t help but exclaimed on the spot, and many
people even covered their eyes and couldn’t bear to look.

I was afraid to see Yash Nics, like Zhang Wei, being dug out and eaten by ghost hands.

Seeing Guishou’s right hand, he was about to touch Yash Nics’s chest.

Yash Nics raised his hand and clasped Guishou’s wrist.

The ghost hand’s right hand was only three centimeters away from Yash Nics’s chest, but he
couldn’t advance any further, and Yash Nics was squeezed to death.

The ghost hand was startled and angry, staring at Yash Nics: “You!”

He was about to use his other hand to attack Yash Nics.
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However, Yash Nics had already raised his foot at this time.

One knee hit the ghost hand’s scrawny chest fiercely.

boom!

Yash Nics’s flying knee hit the chest of the ghost hand, making a sound like hitting a wood.

However, the strong power of Yash Nics’s knees penetrated the skin and bones of the ghost
hand straight into the chest of the ghost hand.

The incomparable strength, like a storm, shattered the internal organs in the chest of the
ghost hand.

The ghost hand shuddered like an electric shock, hummed and then exited.

Everyone at the scene couldn’t help but keep their eyes wide open.

Even Su Meiniang and Yang Susu were surprised.

Tang Tianquan frowned and asked, “Ghost, are you okay?”

Guishou shook his head hard, and insisted on saying that I’m okay.

Then he stopped, just wow, and vomited a mouthful of blood.

In the blood, there are still fragments of the lung lobes!

After spitting out the blood mixed with visceral fragments, the vitality in the eyes of Ghost
Hand quickly disappeared.

Finally, he fell to the ground slowly and died on the spot.

Tang Tianji and others were shocked and angry, looking at Yash Nics together.
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Yash Nics’s face was calm. When he came in just now, he heard the insult to Song Pingting
by the ghost hand, so he made the move just now and didn’t give the ghost hand a chance
to survive.

Tang Tianquan’s eyes widened, his voice and expression were stern: “You dare to kill my
powerful hero!”

The One and The Only Chapter 438

Yash Nics said lightly: “The murderer should have the consciousness of being killed. When
you killed the security guard and the tea artist just now, didn’t you think that you would have
this moment?”

Tang Tianquan was extremely angry. And laughed: “Haha, well said, the murderer should
have the consciousness of being killed.”

“You killed me Deli Lei Tianzhao and Guishou, now it’s time for you to pay the price!”

Tang Tianquan said. Shen Sheng asked the remaining three heavenly kings: “Who wants to
kill Yash Nics and avenge Lei Tianzhao and Guishou?”

Guishou’s strength is the weakest among the four heavenly kings.

However, even though the ghost hand was relatively weak, Yash Nics killed the ghost hand
when he met him.

Still letting the other three kings hesitate, no one dared to ask Yash Nics to single out for a
while.

The corner of Yash Nics’s mouth rose slightly: “Let’s go together, I have no time to play with
you!”

Maitreya’s smile froze, his iron face panted like a beast of anger, and Akao’s face became
more gloomy.
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Seeing that Yash Nics was so arrogant, Tang Tianquan took the initiative to single out his
three heavenly kings. He sneered: “Hehe, I thought I was crazy enough, but I didn’t expect
you to be mader than me, then I will fulfill you!

” Maitreya, Tiemian, and Akao worked together and unloaded him.”

Maitreya took a breath, and his bloated body became rounder in an instant.

He is as round as a ball, like a giant toad, squatting down slightly.

There was a loud bang on the ground under my feet!

Like a flying toad, Maitreya rushed towards Yash Nics like a cannonball, with amazing aura.

Maitreya’s toad gong is extremely defensive, comparable to the golden bells and iron cloth
shirts. His hard qigong can resist swords and guns.

With this trick, flying toads can directly smash a cow into mud.

Su Meiniang, Yang Susu and others, even Dong Tianbao and Shi Qing, couldn’t help but
worry about Yash Nics.

But at this moment, Yash Nics kicked it high, shocking the world.

Snapped!

There was a thunderous explosion.

The chubby Maitreya was hit by Yash Nics’s kick, instantly like a deflated balloon, all bones
and internal organs were shattered.

The whole person is like a puddle of mud, sticking to the right foot that Yash Nics kicked
high.

It turned out that Yash Nics’s power was very terrifying.
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And it was a sudden rush, so Maitreya completely withstood the power of this horror, did not
fly out, and the corpse hung limply on the right foot kicked out by Yash Nics.

Everyone at the scene opened their eyes wide, and their eyes were about to stick out.

If the ghost hand was killed in a spike just now, and everyone was barely able to accept it,
then Yash Nics kicked Maitreya to death, which is really a bit scary.

Whoosh!

Akao moved, as fast as lightning, ran a few steps, then jumped high, volleyed, and kicked
Yash Nics’s chest quickly.

Yash Nics raised his hand, grabbed the kicked foot of the opponent, and then hit the
opponent’s calf with a fist with his right hand.

With a click, Akao directly broke Akao’s calf.

“Ah!”

Akao couldn’t help screaming!

Kaka Kaka Kaz… The

sound of bone breaking continued to sound, and Yash Nics’s limbs and neck were all broken
off by Yash Nics, and they were thrown on the ground like a writhing doll.

“Wow!”

The iron face wearing the hood, ran like a giant beast, swiping a fist larger than the head of
an ordinary person, and slammed at Yash Nics fiercely, and roared: “Give me to die!”

Yash Nics raised his hand and fisted to meet the big iron-faced fist.

boom!

The fists of the two collided fiercely.
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Yash Nics’s figure stood still, but instead was an iron face that was much larger than Yash
Nics’s body. He snorted and retreated staggeringly.

The right arm of the iron noodles slumped down like cooked noodles.

If there is an X-ray device on site, the bones of the right arm of the iron face can be clearly
seen, like glass that has been smashed, all shattered.

The moment Yash Nics retreated, he chased after him, following him like a shadow.

He kicked his right foot on the ground, the whole person leaped high, his right arm elbow,
condescendingly, hit the iron-faced Tianling cover fiercely.

Snapped!

The iron-faced head split, the neck was gone, and the whole head was smashed into the
body, making it short for no reason.

Yash Nics quickly fell back to the ground, and the iron face behind him, like a towering tree
felled, slowly tilted and crashed to the ground.

The One and The Only Chapter 439

Shi Qing and several of his subordinates saw blood spurting, and all of them were full of
excitement, muttering to themselves: “Strong, too strong, Mr. Yash is really too strong!”

Dong Tianbao was also full of blood, looking at Yash Nics with admiration on his face, and
proudly said: “Of course, you don’t look at who Mr. Yash is!”

Su Meiniang, Yang Susu and a group of beautiful women did not get bloody scenes.
Frightened, instead, they flushed and looked at Yash Nics with brilliant eyes.

In primitive times, the powerful warriors who returned to the tribe with their blood on their
backs carrying the corpse of the beast were most favored by tribal women.
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Although it is the age of civilization, the genes that advocate blood and violence are still
hidden deep in the hearts of women.

At this time, Su Meiniang and a group of beautiful women looked at Yash Nics in admiration,
and they wished to rush up to dedicate themselves to him.

The most shocking of the audience was Tang Tianquan.

Tang Tianquan was stunned, his eyes popping out.

The storm in his heart was even more turbulent, and Yash Nics actually killed all the four
heavenly kings under him.

He couldn’t accept this reality, looked at Yash Nics in horror, constantly shaking his head,
and muttering to himself: “Impossible, impossible, there can be no such strong, these are
my four heavenly kings! ”

Ning walked over toward the right TANG, cold, said:”! I’ve warned you Tang, you should not
have fallen on deaf ears when I say, you should not have to mess with me in the sea, but
should not you hit my wife’s idea, ”

TANG right Looking at Yash Nics who was murderous and Ling Ran, he realized something
and panicked. He just opened his mouth and wanted to ask for mercy.

However, Yash Nics has already taken a kick.

boom!

Tang Tianquan was kicked in the chest by Yash Nics, and his whole body flew out like a kite
with a broken line.

Finally, he hit the wall heavily, and the wall appeared cobweb-like cracks, and then Tang
Tianquan’s body slid down along the wall.

Tang Tianquan’s men, seeing this scene, made their legs tremble in fright.

Some people even couldn’t help it anymore and were scared to pee.
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But no one dared to scream and looked at Yash Nics in terror with their mouths covered.

I was afraid that a little noise would attract Yash Nics’s attention and be obliterated by Yash
Nics.

Yash Nics glanced at the trembling group of people, and said indifferently: “Bring the body
back to the provincial capital and tell Tang Beidou that there are 28 days left before the
Tang family retires!” These

guys did not dare to say anything. , One by one quickly took the bodies of Tang Tianquan
and the four heavenly kings, and fled in embarrassment.

Su Meiniang brought Yang Susu’s apprentices over and thanked Yash Nics.

Yash Nics said indifferently: “Don’t thank me, I came to retrieve my coat by the way.”

Yash Nics handed the mess at the scene to Dong Tianbao and Su Meiniang to clean up, and
he left first.

When he came out of Guanyunxuan Teahouse, there were three black jeeps parked on the
side of the road. Dianchu and Bahuwei were waiting for him to come out and escort him
back.

Yash Nics got in the car and told Dianchu: “Go home!”

Dianchu said solemnly: “Yes, master!” The

three jeeps quickly drove towards the Jiangbin Garden Community without worry.

On the road, Dian Chu said respectfully to Yash Nics: “Master, there is something to report
to you.”

Yash Nics closed his eyes, his figure swayed slightly as the jeep bumped, and said faintly:
“Say!”

Dian Chu said : “The Navy of the Houtian Jiangnan Military Region has a Type 055 destroyer
officially in service. General Liu Zhenping, the commander-in-chief of the Jiangnan Military
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Region, knows that you are in Mannity, and a special person is here to invite you to attend
the service ceremony of the destroyer!”

The One and The Only Chapter 440

Liu Zhenping!

General Huaxia, the commander-in-chief of the Jiangnan Military Region.

In terms of military rank, Yash Nics, a young marshal in the North, is one level higher than
Liu Zhenping.

In terms of positions, Yash Nics is the commander-in-chief of the Northern Territory and Liu
Zhenping is the commander-in-chief of Jiangnan. The two are considered equal.

On friendship, Yash Nics and Liu Zhenping once went abroad to participate in international
joint exercises.

At that time, foreign hostile forces tried to take the opportunity to kill Liu Zhenping, but at a
critical moment, Liu Zhenping was rescued by Yash Nics.

Therefore, Liu Zhenping and Yash Nics are considered deadly friendships.

In the past, Liu Zhenping also respected and admired Yash Nics very much, and regarded
Yash Nics as his brothers.

Yash Nics opened his eyes and smiled slightly: “This is our third Type 055 destroyer in
China, right?”

Dian Chu nodded, “Yes!”

Yash Nics smiled, “For the navy brothers in Jiangnan, It is another great weapon!”

“This moment is of great significance, and I have a deep friendship with General Liu. Since
he invited me to participate in the destroyer’s service ceremony, then I must go.”
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“You help me tell him that I will the day after tomorrow. Bring your family and attend the
ceremony.”

Dian Chu said loudly: “Yes!”

At nine o’clock in the evening, Yash Nics returned home.

In the living room, Song Pingting and Song Qingqing, Song Zhongbin, Ma Xiaoli, and Tong Ke
are discussing where to travel?

It turns out that the day after tomorrow is the birthday of his daughter Song Qingqing.

Song Pingting wanted to take advantage of this time when work was not so busy, and the
family went out for a trip to celebrate Song Qingqing’s fifth birthday.

Seeing Yash Nics’s return, Song Pingting immediately asked Yash Nics’s opinions and asked
Yash Nics if she had any good suggestions.

acquired?

Isn’t the day after tomorrow when the Type 055 destroyer will officially enter service at the
Dongjiang Naval Base in Jiangnan Province?

Yash Nics immediately said: “The child is still young, it is not appropriate to travel too far
away. I suggest we go to Dongjiang City!”

Song Pingting and the others readily agreed, and Tong Ke said with a smile: “Good
Dongjiang, Dongjiang is In the seaside city, we can go to the seaside to play.”

Song Qingqing clapped his palms when he heard the words, and shouted cheerfully: “Go to
the sea to play, go to the sea to play, the teacher said that there are warships in the sea.
Dad, we are at the seaside, you take Can I play on the warship, okay?”

Yash Nics smiled and said, “Okay, I will take you on the warship to play.”

Song Qingqing was ecstatic: “Really?”

Yash Nics smiled and said, “Of course!”
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Song Qingqing became excited: “Oye, my dad is so handsome. My dad said he wants to
take me on a warship. I’m looking forward to it.”

Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli both laughed and didn’t take it seriously.

Song Pingting glared at Yash Nics, lowered her voice and said grotesquely: “Have you never
heard the story of Zeng Shen killing pigs? Parents must

believe in their children, not talking to deceive them.” Yash Nics laughed and said, “I.” I didn’t
lie to the child. I’ll really take her to the warship.”

Song Pingting waved her hand: “Okay, you’re bragging with the child. If you’re not dead, the
duck will not admit that the warship is an ordinary person. Is it possible to go up?”

Yash Nics couldn’t laugh or cry after hearing this, but did not excuse it.

…

At this time!

The provincial capital, Tangjia.

Tang Beidou and his eldest son Tang Tianji are playing Go together.

Tang Tianji is careful and meticulous, wise, and good at calculating, so the chess skill is
also very good.

However, he played with his father for half an hour, and finally lost to his father by a small
gap.

Tang Tianji complimented: “Dad, your chess skills are superb, I can’t match it!”

Tang Beidou laughed at the words, “You kid is actually not bad. In the near future, your dad
and I will be old, and it will be the world of you and your brother.”

Tang Beidou had just mentioned his youngest son Tang Tianquan, and suddenly the old
butler Tang San hurried in from outside.
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Tang San just knelt as soon as he came in, and said tremblingly, “Master, the second young
master…”

Tang Beidou smiled and said, “Is it Tianquan that he is back? With your appearance, it is
impossible for Tianquan to take Yash Nics into account. The head is back?”

“This kid, I said that his four great heavenly kings are too heavy to kill one by one. Kill Yash
Nics in a low-key

manner . Don’t sway the market. He won’t listen.” Tang San said with a trembling voice,
“Master, you As imagined, it was the Second Young Master himself…”

Tang Beidou’s smile froze for an instant, and he stood up suddenly, asking in surprise, “What
are you talking about, what happened to my son?”

Tang San just lay on the ground and said with a trembling voice: “The second young master,
and the four kings are dead. The body was sent back and is now in the front yard!”
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